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It was at the very dawn of our modern era, if we accept the historian’s division of time, that Columella wrote:

I can not enough wonder why they who desire to learn eloquence are so nice in their choice of an orator, whose eloquence they may imitate; and they who search after a knowledge of surveying and numbers look out for a master of the art they delight in; and they who are desirous of some skill in dancing and music are exceedingly scrupulous in their choice of one to modulate their voices or to regulate the motions of their bodies; also they who have a mind to build send for architects, masons and carpenters; and they who resolve to send ships to sea send for skillful pilots; they who make preparations for war call for men of war; and everyone sends for a person from the society and assembly of the wise to form his mind and instruct him in the precepts of virtue; but husbandry alone, which, without all doubt, is next to and, as it were, near akin to wisdom, is in want of both masters and scholars.

One who peruses the voluminous writings of Columella can but marvel at the keen insight he displayed concerning things agricultural and horticultural. So true was his statement that rural culture was looked down upon that this history of the very heart of Rome, this economic treatise of the times, has been pigeonholed and forgotten by the very ones who should have used its gems of living philosophy in expounding the humanities that they so loudly preach are necessary in cultivating the human mind. Even in the time of Columella, agriculture and horticulture were as teachable as any other subject of the period, but, because the luxury-loving landlords saw fit to
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